Abstract. This study proposed a novel image fusion algorithm based on weighed multilevel morphological component analysis (FWMMCA). First, morphological component analysis is improved into a new multi-scale decomposition algorithm-multilevel morphological component analysis (MMCA). Then, feature vectors are extracted from MMCA sub images, which are used to reflect brightness, texture regularity, energy, and randomness of those images. Moreover, the feature vectors are innovatively used as weight in fusion rules, to propose a weighted fusion rules. Sub images are fused via those fusion rules, which are finally reconstituted into fused image.
Introduction
When it comes to vision-related processing tasks, such as stereo matching, edge detection and image segmentation, it is very important that all the objects in the scene should be clear. However, it may not be always feasible for the optical imaging system because of the limitation of the depth of field. The most common and effective alternative is image fusion. Generally, image fusion methods can be classified into two categories: (1) spatial domain based methods, and (2) transform domain based methods.
Spatial domain based methods share similar problem: block artifacts. Transform domain based methods include pyramid-based fusion methods and Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based method. As Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can get directional information, it is superior to those pyramid-based ones [1] when fusing images. But DWT-based-method still has common problems of the wavelet-based fusion algorithm, such as shift variance.
Starck proposed morphological component analysis (MCA) relies on two principles: morphological diversity and sparseness [2] . Sparseness ensures most of the signal falls on the axis of representation spaces, which provides MCA with orthogonality and shift invariance, make MCA superior to wavelet algorithm in image decomposition field However, classical MCA can only decompose each image into two parts: smooth one and textural one. It tends to result in under-decomposition for image fusion, and makes it difficult to design fusion rules.
Fusion scheme of FWMMCA
Step1. Use MMCA to decompose source images into multi scale space, the output are sub images. Step2. Extracting feature vectors from those sub images. Step3. Use the feature vectors as weight in fusion rules, to propose a weighted fusion rules.
Step4. Fuse the sub images via those fusion rules, which are finally reconstituted into fused image. The general framework of the FWMMCA is shown in Fig. 1 as follows: 
In practical, we can find that sparsity causes MCA only sparate a few texture information from the nature one, and the smooth layer is over preserved. Considering this unbalance decomposition is not conducive to the preservation of the texture of source images. Since nature part has more information, we improve the linear assumptions of MCA into iterative assumptions to propose MMCA, as shown in (2).
( ) 
Feature Extraction
The four features of the pixel at position (x, y) are calculated as following equation in Table 1 
Nature Part Fusion Rules
The feature vectors are innovatively used as weight in fusion rules, The nature part fusion rule is explained as below: 
Experiments and result analysis
To verify the superiority of the proposed fusion method, we compare it with five other fusion algorithms, including Gradient Pyramid based algorithm (GRP) [3] , Morphological Pyramid based algorithm (MP) [4] , Hierarchical Pyramid based algorithm (FSD) [5] ,and Discrete Wavelet Transform based algorithm(DWT) [6] .The decomposition level in GRP, MP, FSD and DWT is 6. The proposed algorithm was implemented on MATLAB 2009b, and the decomposition level of MMCA is 3.
Five different objective measures including Mutual Information (MI) [7] , Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [8] , Structural Similarity (SSIM) [9] , and Piella's metrics (Q, Q W ) [10] are used to evaluate the performance of the fusion algorithms. The experiment results of image"plants" are shown in Fig.3 . And objective evaluation of three pictures are listed in Table 2 . The highest scores have been marked in bold and the econd high in those scores marked in italics. Experiments show that the proposed FWMMCA has outstanding performance in multi-focus image fusion in terms of subjective and objective evaluation. The fusion result of FWMMCA didn't appear gray distortion, and preserve the structure and details of the source images well. The objective evaluation results are in line with the subjective judgments mentioned above.
Conclusions
This study puts forward a new multi-focus image fusion method based on improvements of MCA and feature extraction. The feature vectors of sub images are innovatively used as weight in fusion rules, to propose a weighted fusion rules. The results of theory analysis and simulation experiments showed that the proposed algorithm can get a better fusion result than comparison algorithms.
